**FEATURED PRODUCTS**

**ADVENTURE PASS**
Enjoy unlimited all-day access to both Peak 8 and Kids’ Base Camp activities on the Base Pass Zipline at a special price with your own pass.

**PIONEER PACK**
You and three friends enjoy three adventures pass activities of your choice within Peak 8 Base Camp and Alpine Camp.

**BASE CAMP ACTIVITIES**

- **KIDS’ BASE CAMP**
  - Kids’ Base Camp Activities will be offered by EPIC Discovery.

- **PEAK 8 BASE CAMP**
  - Kids’ Base Camp Activities will be offered by EPIC Discovery.

**ALPINE CAMP**

- **ALPINE LOOP HIKING TRAIL**
  - An interactive and educational nature trail.

**ADVENTURE PASS**
- **GOLD SUMMIT CLIMBING WALL**
  - A 40’ climbing wall perfect for beginner and advanced climbers.

**ALPINE CAMP ACTIVITIES**

- **ALPINE LOOP HIKING TRAIL**
  - An interactive and educational nature trail.

**LEARN THROUGH PLAY**
- **Animal ARKies**
- **Story Walks**
- **View Finders**

**HIKE WITH A RANGER**
- **VISTA WAUS**
  - Located at the top of the Colorado SuperChair, this spot offers a stunning view of the surrounding area.

**EXPEDITION ZIPLINE TOUR**
- **SHI HI GRILL**
  - A full service restaurant featuring bold contemporary cuisine.

**FUEL YOUR ADVENTURE**
- **SEVEN'S**
  - Breck’s premier on-mountain dining experience featuring bold contemporary cuisine.
- **30% OFF LUNCH & A DRINK**
  - Enjoy 30% off lunch and a drink at Toby’s Pub.

**MOUNTAIN PREPAREDNESS**
- **KNOW BEFORE YOU GO**
  - **ON THE ROAD**
    - **LIGHTNING/FIRE ABLATIONS**
    - **HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT**
  - **AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES**
  - **PREPARE FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING**
  - **SNOW COVERED ROADS**
  - **HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT**
  - **SNOW COVERED ROADS**

**DO YOU KNOW?**
- **Ski a total of 100 trails with an Epic Pass at Breck and enjoy access to the Peak 8 Base Camp and Kids’ Base Camp**

**Live Like a Pro**
- **DON’T MISS LUNCH & A DRINK**
  - 30% off lunch and a drink at Toby’s Pub.

**Epic Discovery Access**
- **Electronic Access**
  - Access provided by using the Epic Pass or your phone.

**2019 BRECK SUMMER GUIDE**
- **Epic Pass**
- **Epic Discovery**
- **Epic Pass ESCAPE**

**APRIL 2019**
- **Epic Discovery**
- **2019 BRECK SUMMER GUIDE**
- **Epic Pass**